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 [65.0 KiB] 64 görüntüleme # Tips - Exams - Mathematics - Revision and Preparation English Contents Preface The mathematical knowledge that is necessary to successfully complete the mathematical examinations in the first semester of the Bachelor's Degree in Mathematics is usually acquired in a two-year course in university. This course should have in view the mathematical requirements of the
final examination and should follow a gradual and effective progression, which may consist of a written (e.g. mathematical theory) and a final oral examination. If a mathematical examination is scheduled during the time of the semester, the examination should be kept in mind, even if it is not the last examination. An examination may be postponed to the next semester, but it is more advisable to give

the examination in the second semester of the Bachelor's Degree, because it should be remembered more easily. Moreover, it is very important to work well during the semester and not to lose motivation. Mathematical examinations are structured by the Faculty of Mathematics and Geosciences according to the knowledge, skills and abilities of the student. The questions and their structure are
examined by the Faculty's experts before the examinations, which is a very useful process, as it ensures a fair examination. The examination consists of two parts. In the first part, there are some questions related to the course of study. If the student is not familiar with the subject, these questions will be easy, but if he is familiar with the subject, these questions will be harder. In the second part, there

will be some questions of general interest, such as calculation and geometrical problems. A student who wishes to be successful must study hard for the examinations. The questions are not made up by chance, but are designed by the experts who have studied the necessary theoretical knowledge, so that the student can easily find the solution. If you study according to the content of the examination and
you study hard, you will succeed in the examination. # Biographical note This book is intended for both students and teachers. Therefore, the text will be presented in the form of questions and answers, which will help the reader to remember the method of solving problems. The problem sheets of the examination will be given at the end of the book. # Preface The aim of this book is to familiarize
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